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Abstract
In the limit of small concentrations and weak applied electric fields,
the dielectric permittivity of suspensions of arbitrarily shaped, shelled and
charged particles is calculated. It is proved that the dielectric behavior
at low frequencies is dominated by the effects of the diffusion of the free
charges on the shell surfaces. Our theoretical formula is valid in the
low range of frequencies (α dispersion) as well as in the high range of
frequencies (β dispersion). Will result that one can measure the membrane
electrical potential by a simple investigation of the living cell suspension
dielectric properties.
1 Introduction
The development of quantitative methods of characterizing the living matter
represents the subject of many researches of our days. The study of the electric
(dielectric) properties of biological systems belongs to this kind of programs.
A simple measurement of the dielectric permittivity of a living cells suspension
provides us with an important set of data which can be used to describe the
living matter [?, ?]. There are many factors which may influence the dielectric
behavior of the biological materials: structure, molecular dipoles orientation,
self interactions, surface conductance, diusion, membrane transport processes
etc. All these factors influence one each other and it is hard (if not impossible)
to separate the eect of a single one. However, some eects are dominant
in certain ranges of frequencies and certain conditions. For example, in the
β-dispersion range (4 MHz-8 MHz), the dielectric behavior of the living cell
suspensions is mainly influenced by the dielectric structure. At low frequencies,
it is dominated by the diusion eects of the free charges accumulated around
the cell membrane [?]. Also, the orientation of molecular dipoles and membrane
transport processes become relevant when strong electric elds are applied. For
a survey of the eld and an extended bibliography one can consult [?].
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The electric activity, in particular, the existence of the membrane potential
is one of the simplest factor which allows us to discern between a living and a
nonliving cell. We will show in this paper its influence on the dielectric proper-
ties of biological materials. Our model do not include rotational eects or self
interactions, so one expects that our results to be valid only for diluted suspen-
sions and weak electric elds. We like to think that our work is complementary
to the works done in electrophoresis, where the applied electric elds are very
strong and the object of investigations is the induced membrane potential [?].
In this paper, the applied electric elds are weak and the object of investigation
is the influence of the membrane potential.
We calculate the dielectric permittivity of suspensions of shelled, arbitrar-
ily shaped particles with a supercial distribution of free charges on the two
faces of the shell, in the limit of small concentrations and weak applied electric
elds. The method used here is similar with that of [?], the basic tools being
the functional calculus and the spectral decomposition of the operators. For the
real situation, the distributions of free charges are rather spatial than super-
cial. For usual values of the (3-D) diusion constants, they have the support in
the immediate vicinity of the membrane (the distributions are practically zero
for the distances larger than 10−9 m) and this allows us to treat them as su-
percial distributions. Our numerical application will reveal the dependence of
the dielectric permittivity on the membrane electrical potential, mobility of the
free distribution of charges and particle geometry. All these factors are equally
important in the low range of frequency. It turns out that the consideration
of non-spherical geometries (especially non-convex geometries) may play an im-
portant role in some situations. For example, if one wants to investigate the
living cell cycles by dielectric measurements on synchronized cell suspensions,
then denitely, near the subdivision point, the shape eects are considerable [?].
We don’t know yet how to relate our results with the electrorotation theory
[?] or how to combine them. We consider that is premature to compare our
theoretical results with the experimental results obtained by electrorotation,
which, at this time, seems to be the only accurate experimental data in the low
range of frequencies. This is mainly because of dierent regimes of the applied
electric eld and concentrations.
2 The general analysis
From now, the perturbation of the external electric eld (which will be called
the excitation), due to the presence of a particle, will be called the response of
that particle to the excitation. It is known that the Lorentz method of dielectric
permittivity calculus works only if the response of the suspension constituents
is linear in respect to the excitation. When diusion eects are considered, this
fact is no longer true. This is the reason we start our analysis with the response
of a single particle to an external excitation.
Let us consider a particle with two dielectric phases (shelled particle), placed
in a spacial homogeneous and temporal oscillating electric eld. In addition, we
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